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EVOLVING CHALLENGES
OR COMMODITY PROMOTION PROGRAMS



COMMODITY PROMOTION PROGRAMS:
INSTITUTIONAL CHANGE IN A GLOBAL

MARKET

John P. Nichols
Texas A&M University

Iljiow should we think about commodity promotion programs?
what purpose do they serve? On what basis can we evaluate their
eoritribution? What future do they have? These questions cannot be
answered adequately without taking a strategic view of agriculture,a r•g 'cultural policy and consumer markets.

The basic premise of this paper is that commodity promotion pro-
as operated through national checkoff legislation, represent a

elpificant institutional response to changing market forces and de-
'fling enthusiasm for direct economic subsidies to farmers. The

'rowth in commodity checkoff programs should be seen in a positive
,,Lght as a legitimate policy response crucial to the producers' long-
'in involvement in key decisions that will shape their future.

All institutions change and evolve. Kinnucan refers to institutional
IT.Ilovation in the context of "new methods, organizations, or tech-
olques that are adopted by a country to enhance market efficiency
el' to increase demand for selected commodities" (Kinnucan, p. 172).
°Inrnodity checkoff programs certainly fit this description.

h Public policy toward agriculture and rural development stretches
t'ack to the 1860s with the Homestead Act, establishment of the U.S.
ePartment of Agriculture (USDA), and the beginning of the land,
'Ilriant college system. Government involvement in food quality reg-

i„ation, grading and price reporting early in this century represents
t',,ereasing institutional support of or involvement in agriculture. In-

Zvention through agricultural price and income supports beginning
It the 1930s illustrates an even greater level of institutional activism.
°re recently we have witnessed shifting ideas regarding the role of

Ze'vernments in relation to markets. New institutional models are
a,e,e_ided to provide opportunities for farmers and ranchers to adapt
4tcl prosper in this emerging political, economic and technological
4vironment.
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What is Commodity Promotion?

Commodity promotion programs are really more than the sinVie
word "promotion" implies. Promotion, in its traditional sense, refer5
to marketing activities aimed at communicating the product's bene:
fits and to persuade target customers to buy (Kotler). Primary activi;
ties include media advertising, publicity, sales promotion and relate'
merchandising tactics. Promotion efforts are only successful in the
context of many other marketing variables, a number of which can
be influenced by checkoff organizations representing generic cool'
modity interests. It is because of this that commodity checkoff organ,:
izations are actively involved in other areas, most notably reseal.°
and development on new products, quality improvement, and inch's-
try communications.

The evidence suggests that, on average, checkoff programs spen,
the greatest share of their resources on promotion activities (Len 
This will certainly continue, particularly for those with the large
budgets which can effectively engage markets on a national scale,:
The effectiveness of these programs is often questioned. Throug'
the maturing of internal and external review and evaluation pr°e-
esses, commodity checkoff boards are coming to realize that theY
need to be much more involved in the full range of market coordina"
tion and management issues TP5.3and techniques. The emphasis in
the beef industry on value based marketing, new low fat products'
and vertical industry communication is a good example.

Cotton Incorporated provides another example. Through extenA-
sive product development research and technical service, it has le'
the cotton industry back to a dominant position in the fiber market'
Advertising and promotion of the cotton label was only a part of the
solution. The product and processing system needed changing 35
well. Commodity checkoff programs have evolved into more cool,
plex marketing organizations capable of responding in a variety °'
ways.

The following discussion of the forces influencing this evolution in
commodity promotion programs and the outline of the criteria or.e,
pectations for an "ideal" commodity checkoff/promotion organlza
tion form the basis for judging how well such groups can serve tile
interests of both agricultural producers and policymakers.

Environment for Change

Several important trends have combined to foster the growth arid
development of commodity checkoff programs. While not an e%ci
haustive list, several of the key points include: 1) the trend towar
economic deregulation, 2) the impending fiscal crisis at the federal
level, 3) globalization of food product and commodity markets, 4)
creasingly complex technology in food production and processing'
and 5) the changing structure of agribusiness marketing channels.
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eonomic Deregulation

. One common theme in recent years is the effort to reduce econom-
le regulation at the federal level. This has been seen in agricultural
Policy as farmers have been given more planting flexibility for pro-

Piam commodities and loan rates have been lowered. Producers are
,ueing encouraged to respond more directly to market incentives and

use a broader array of marketing tools in their business planning.
he increasing market risk resulting from this should encourage

Producers to look to alternative institutional arrangements to assist
them in addressing marketing issues. Commodity checkoff programs
Provide a mechanism for collective response.

It should be noted that this trend toward economic deregulation is
developing at the same time that other forms of regulation are in-
ereasing. Most evident are those regulations designed to reduce en-
vironmental impact of production agriculture and to improve food
4s.afety for consumers. This shifting balance of regulatory interven-
tl°r1 will force producers to adapt their marketing organizations in a
Way that provides the greatest assistance in responding to market

Nficits and the Federal Debt

It is clear that federal fiscal problems will continue to limit the abil-
itY of Congress and the administration to provide direct price and in

support to agriculture. In recent years such payments have re-
tilained in the $10 to $12 billion range and account for a declining
share of USDA's budget (15 percent in the most recent period). The
real growth is in food stamps, child nutrition and the WIC program
,W.hich, combined, account for nearly 65 percent of USDA's budget.
Iscal pressure and budget limits imposed by Congress simply will
0t allow room for major increases in direct price supports. In fact,
ine trend will be in the opposite direction.

t. The encouragement of commodity checkoff/promotion organiza-
1.°ns provides one logical way for policymakers to offer some as

These are viewed as self-help programs that permit farm-
to engage the market directly through efforts to shift demand,

,141Prove products and compete in export markets. In the mind of a
tegtslator, the required enabling legislation may be a small price to
Pay to get the federal government off the hook of supporting in-
creased direct price and income subsidies in the face of a real fiscal
crisis.

globalization of Markets

. Economic and market integration on a global scale continues. This
iS not a new arena for agriculture, but the stakes are being raised
sithstantially as governments intervene to protect their domestic in-
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terests and subsidize exports. Commodity promotion organization5

are called on to find and exploit export market opportunities. Gov'

ernment resources have become available to promote exports. In
1991 more than $200 million was provided for export market devel-
opment. These resources are being channeled, in significant part'
through the existing commodity promotion organizations, recogniz"
ing that they have programs in place and an incentive to effectivelY
utilize the funds. Commodity checkoff/promotion organizations Pr();
vide a useful alternative to expanding direct export marketing stall

within government agencies such as the Foreign Agricultural Sell!:

ice (FAS). It takes a truly collective industry group to legitimize all°
coordinate efforts on a global scale.

Also, as multinational trade negotiations such as the General Agree-

ment on Tariffs and Trade (GATT) and regional trade negotiat1on5
such as the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) suc-
ceed in reducing trade barriers, markets will be even more contested.

Commodity checkoff/promotion programs can lead the effort in repre"
senting producers' interests through differentiating products, comPet"
ing for market share and coordinating industry resources.

Complexity of Product Mix

The demand for convenience, shelf life, and uniformity in fo°d
products has altered the marketing picture radically in recent years;
Farmers supply raw materials into an increasingly industrialize!'
processing and distribution system. Technical requirements for agrl-
cultural commodities are becoming more complex. Opportunities f°1'
developing and expanding markets often depend on understanding
and responding to these requirements. Commodity checkoff/pron1°-
tion organizations can play a key role in opening up the vertical cony

munication needed to be a first-mover in this complex market eni

vironment. Research on product characteristics, technica
requirements and market needs is an important part of overall mar-
keting strategy. Cotton Incorporated has provided an excellent oc-
ample of this strategy over the past two decades.

Market Structure and Power

A closely related set of factors is found in the dynamics of strucci
tural change in the food and fiber industries. Food processors all
retailers continue to evolve in terms of their methods of vertical c°-
ordination and horizontal concentration. Many institutional arrange-
ments have been tried which were designed to provide greater mar;
ket power for farmers in the face of increasing concentration a
other levels of the agribusiness sector. Cooperatives, marketing °r-
ders, joint ventures and increased market information are example5"
Commodity checkoff/promotion organizations represent another in"
stitutional response to the problem of asymmetrical market power.
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, Greater coordination is the key to successfully addressing market-
111g opportunities or challenges. Commodity checkoff programs, if
Proactive in their approach, can provide a mechanism for collec-
tively addressing marketing issues, formulating a consensus that cuts
4,eross levels of the marketing channel, and communicating effec-
t,lvely to all those who are needed to effect change. Observing the ef-
iorts across many commodity checkoff groups, one can see this hap-
Pening. The process of reaching consensus is not always pretty, but
e,ollective action is essential to address real marketing problems.
'roducers are pulled into the process, whether they want to be or
4°t, because it is their money that is on the line.

An "Ideal" Commodity Checkoff/Promotion Program

If commodity promotion programs represent an institutional re-
sPonse to these issues and opportunities, what form should this
evolving structure take? What should we expect of a well-conceived,
Well-managed organization? Several criteria or benchmarks seem
aPPropriate. These follow from the problems that need to be ad-
I
ti
ressed and from observing the recent history of commodity promo-
°n groups.

Broad industry coverage: Include regional or preferably national
markets.

• Clear strategic vision: Consider customer or user orientation and
responsiveness.
Balance of marketing strategies: Employ as many of the tools of
marketing management as possible, including product develop-
ment and differentiation, technical service, promotion and com-
munications.
Willingness to invest in the long run: Provide support for re-
search and market building.
Breadth of evaluation: Examine programs and projects beyond
Consumer response to media promotion.

• Contribution to vertical coordination: Effectively encourage dis-
cussion and consensus-building across all levels of the marketing
Channel.
Strength of communication: Identify primary communication
messages and effectively deliver them to producers and first-han-
dlers.

b. Successfully achieving all these criteria is certainly a tall order.
'Iowever, this is clearly the direction in which commodity checkoff/

romotion organizations need to move. A broad coverage is needed
° effectively represent the industry and to minimize the free-rider
Problem. Through a strong focus on market needs, the organization
't.an provide balance among its marketing strategies. The organiza-

ion must be more than a purchaser of consumer or trade advertis-trigs
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In a world driven by financial, bottom-line imperatives, it is often

difficult to focus on long-term objectives. However, a successful cool:
modity checkoff program should invest some resources toward that
end. Likewise, attention needs to be given to evaluating programs
a balanced way. This requires planning and an ability to assess re:
sults in both a quantitative and qualitative manner against prese;
goals and objectives. Effectiveness of a checkoff organization shot&
include a judgment regarding industry progressiveness and respon"
siveness to changing market forces.

The challenge to the academic research community is to develoP,
models and methods that explicitly incorporate such measures
performance. Of particular interest is the conceptual developmen
and estimation of models that can identify the relationship betwee,11
the activities of checkoff organizations and changes in system ell!:
ciency. Can checkoff programs improve market efficiency throuP
improving vertical coordination, increasing responsiveness to chang"
ing consumer demand, and increasing technical innovation in nlar-
keting processes? Qualitative judgments can be made regarding
these measures of performance, but integration into existing qua'
titative efforts to measure program effectiveness is needed.

Commodity checkoff/promotion programs exist because of specific
legislative action. This provides the basis for assessing the organiza-
tion's contribution, not only to producer well-being, but also in tern's
of contributions to broader public policy objectives. We should
pect continued scrutiny of commodity promotion programs by th°se
who are charged with oversight responsibility. However, we als°
need to broaden our idea of what good commodity checkoff/pron1°-
tion organizations can do to improve producers' marketing pr"

grams.

Conclusions

Commodity checkoff/promotion organizations should be cons' ,
ered as one of several public policy options to improve produce;
well-being. Direct price and income supports may be reserved f°5
very limited application in the future. Crop insurance provide,
useful risk management options for farmers. Marketing cooperative'
and market orders provide additional help. Organizations that
volve producers directly in a broad array of marketing managemell
decisions represent a different refinement in institutional evolution.

Commodity checkoff programs have contributed through their tra:
ditional role of influencing demand through advertising and ()the!,
promotion activities. A broader role is emerging, however, as a velvet,
cle for improving vertical coordination and communication. Check ,
programs have the potential for producing a new culture of Pr°,
ducer involvement in major marketing decisions. Products and 

sery.

ices will evolve to meet emerging consumer and industrial neecis'
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The question is whether farmers will be involved in influencing and
benefiting from these changes.
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